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element of list a from first to last while moving all elements from the list after the first one to the end. E.g. a
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5, 3, 7, 8] A: Here's a short solution that uses indexing and slicing. arr = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] new_list =
[] for i in range(len(arr)-1,-1,-1): new_list.append(arr[i]) arr[i]=arr[i+1]
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Italic titles of the years are indicated in the original language of the title: â€¢Generali. (0) Karunarathin
Veluthambi Kallur, who was a bachelor student for fourteen years, devotes a considerable share of his

lectures to emigration. The President of the University has issued a memorandum to all lecturers to preach
Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity as the dominant religions. The board for examination in Arts contains
the Hindu prayer as the examinatinal text. Commercial journals have planted songs, that are recited as part
of the business conduct. In the laboratory building of the Government Colleges, the process of authentication

in the examination of Major in Arts has had a Tamil idiom to be recited, in addition to the prayers
(Pappagam). The University had only one Tamil-medium Institute and the Tamil-medium students could not

get admission in these Institutes. The university authorities have announced that it will be changed to
Telugu-medium in the next session. South India is exposed to the services of Japanese naval ships and
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airplanes. The thirteenth session of the Congress was opened by the President, who has delivered a talk. An
agitation against the Khadi scheme has been launched in Madras. In the passage of the petition against the
scheme, the question of taxes on agricultural produce has come into question. On the question of filling up

the vacancies in the service of Indian Railways, the Indian Government is to decide about the outcome of the
case. It is likely that the Singapore Government will appeal against the verdict of the Nuremberg Tribunal.
Seated at the side of the President, were the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and the United States

President. After the opening of the session, Minister M. Ramasamy, Minister of Industry and Commerce, Mr.
P. Rangasami, Minister of Finance, Mr. T. P. S. Srinivasan, Minister of Home Affairs, Mr. C. Subramaniam,

Minister of External Affairs, Mr. B. K
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